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You may have 100 followers or maybe 100,000, but the feeling of sinking when you realize your account has been hacked is universal. Instagram hacks take many different forms —some post new content to your followers, while others change your email address, password, and username to lock you completely. If you find yourself a victim of Instagram
hacking (like recently switching your email address to a Russian address), here's what you can do to get your account back. If You've been hacked, but can still sign in If someone is posting content to your account, but you can still sign in, there are a few things you can do to make sure you're the only one with access. The first step is to change your
password — in settings or by sending yourself an email to reset your login information. After you've changed your password, check third-party access to make sure black hat hackers (someone hacking for personal interest or something unnchimmed) don't post from another source. Logging in with your Instagram information from third-party apps allows you
to do things like automatically add Instagram photos to your website, but depending on the third-party app, it can be a point for vulnerabilities. Sign in to your account on your computer through an internet browser; on your profile page, tap the settings icon (the icon looks like a gear), and then tap the authorized app. On the next page, click revoke access to
any app that you don't recognize. Or revoke all access and re-implement the licensing process for the apps you actually use. If you've been hacked, but can't log in fall victim to a more crooked hacker? Many hackers will change your password so that you have difficulty accessing your account. On the sign-in page, tap the get sign-in help option to go to the
password reset page. You can use the original email or username here. This process varies slightly depending on the device you're using —on Android, you'll need to tap the arrow icon at the top right after entering your username or email. On iOS, there are no such arrows and you go right to the next step. Tap Need more help, and the app will guide you
through the rest of the process to recover your account using email or username to recover your account. What would you do if hackers changed your email address? The most unscynchiable hackers won't just change your password —they'll change everything, including your username and the email address associated with your account. And if you don't
have access to the email associated with your account, you don't actually follow any of the steps above. (Yes, you can, but you'll only be sent a password reset email to any email address the hacker attached to your account. However, re-access to the hacked account is not entirely impossible. First step to see if you have an email inside your email account
that was originally associated with your Instagram. When you or a hacker sends a request to change your email, you'll receive an email from Instagram; inside this email is a link to click if you don't actually request to change your email. Check your spam and recently deleted emails if you can't find it. (See the image on the right as an example.) If you have an
email, it's the easiest way to regain access to your account. However, some readers who are reporting the hacks also have access to the email and remove it from Instagram. So what happens if you don't have that email and hackers change all your information? Instagram has two additional options along with a login help page. First, if you've linked your
Instagram account to Facebook, you can use Facebook to change your Instagram email. If you linked your Facebook page to your Instagram account, you can reset your password using Facebook. On Android, tap get sign-in help on the sign-in page. Choose the option to log in with Facebook and use your Facebook login information to log into your account.
On iOS logged into the Facebook app, click the link with the Facebook icon that says continue as with your Facebook username. Once you enter, you can visit the settings page to adjust your email and password. Instagram will also message you a link to get back into your account, an option for Android and iOS that only works for users who've added phone
numbers to their accounts. On the sign-in page, tap get sign-in help, and then tap phone options and enter the phone number on your Instagram account. How to keep your Instagram safe from attacks Re-access to your account can be a nightmare, especially when hackers change the data commonly used to recover accounts. So once you've returned to
your account or before you've been a victim of hacking in the first place, what can you do to help keep your Instagram safe? First, turn on two-factor authentication. Although not 100 percent uns up to evidence, this feature is easy to set up and can be a major barrier to hacking. On the Instagram profile page, go to the settings menu (the icon looks like a gear
— on the app you can find it after tapping the three-line menu icon). Inside the settings menu, choose two-factor authentication in privacy and security options. Turn on this feature to get a confirmation code that's messaged to you when you try to sign in with a new device. You'll have to add a phone number to your account if you don't have one, but adding a
phone number is another way to recover a hacked account. Hackers can also easily access your Instagram if they have access to your email account —so make sure both Instagram and your email have strong passwords (not the same). Change your password regularly and only third-party apps that you absolutely need and trust. Editor's recommendations
expressed by business contributors are their own. Traditional Instagram ads are being overtaken by the sponsorship and collaboration of instagram influences. Evidence? Scroll through your Instagram feed to see how many Instagram influenced posts you spotted there. Related: 4 ways to develop authentic Instagram Followers in 2019 Based on what you'll
see, it makes sense that Instagram is now focusing more on its strongest users: influence people. For this reason, Instagram recently launched a new Creator account for Instagram influences to use. This new type of account allows influenced people to access features similar to those of a business account on Instagram, to help them grow their brand more
effectively. These new accounts are also not just for typical Instagram influences in terms of fashion and fitness. Instagram Creator Accounts can be useful for bloggers, entrepreneurs, artists, musicians, and more to increase follower numbers, increase brand awareness and engagement, and generate sales. All this sounds good, of course, but the question
remains, should you switch from a personal or business Instagram account to a Creator account? Here's what you need to know about the new Creator account to make the right, wise decision for yourself:Whether your Instagram Creator account is available to you First, you need to know if your Instagram Creator account is available. That may not happen,
because currently the Instagram Creator account is only available to Instagram influences with at least 10,000 followers. You must also connect your account to the Facebook Business page. So if your followers isn't quite there yet, you'll have to try to get more followers on Instagram to be able to switch to the Creator account. Flexible profile controlWith
Instagram's new Creator account, the platform claims to offer more flexible profile controls. This means you can choose a new category for your profile (blogger, author, entrepreneur, musician, etc.) instead of using a category connected to your Facebook business profile. You also have the option to turn your categories and contact information on and off.
But, you can't turn one off and leave the other -- it's all or nothing. Related: The couple behind 'Instagram's Dogs' started out on the pet project and now have 4 million followers and a successful e-commerce businessplus, the Creator account doesn't offer additional action buttons but an Instagram account such as Book Now. So if you want to get more leads
on your Instagram profile, this may not be the best option for you. More Growth Tools One of the biggest features of Instagram's New Creators account are growth tools. These new tools allow influenced people to get better and data, to develop their following and expand their reach. For example, Instagram business accounts can only see their overall
growth during the week, but with creator accounts, users have access to daily follow-up and unsymed data. This is useful because you can see if the content you post every day is active or against you. You can also get useful information like how long people follow you online, how many people you reach and interact with, demographics like age and location,
and more. In addition, Facebook is currently testing a new Instagram Creator Studio dashboard to make it easy to access d figures right from your desktop. Photo source: Social Samosa Results: Instagram Creator account appears on top of Business account in this fight. Simple messaging The new Instagram Creator account continues to offer simple
messaging. Instagram influences get a lot of messages every day, so simplified messages can help improve communication with fans and highlight potential business opportunities. The business profile has an inbox with a request tab to filter out potential spam. But the Instagram Creator account has a request tab along with the General and Main tabs. This
will help organize your most urgent business messages and regular messages from fans and friends. Shoppable postsCreators can now take advantage of shoppable posts, as well. With shoppingable posts, when Instagram users see a fashion accessory she likes, instead of having to search for product details captions and visit the website, she can click on
items tagged by influencer and buy directly from Instagram.Image source : Instagram The shoppingable post feature is currently limited to only a select few influences, but as it deploys to all creators, sponsorship opportunities, and collaborations with brands are sure to explode. Related: 10 Instagram Marketing Tools to help grow your brand on Instagram in
2019It looks like instagram's New Creator account that will help bloggers, entrepreneurs, and influences of all kinds raise awareness of their brand. But it's important to note that while the new Instagram Creator account may benefit more influences, many online people worry that the Instagram Creator account will make smaller Instagram profiles harder to
grow. We can only wait and see what happens with the introduction of these new Creator accounts. Take a close look at these features to decide if your Instagram Content Creator account is the right choice for you. You.
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